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 ******* This is a new era of the revolution of the world. Its is fivth dawn of the third millennium. This is the story of the brave people who fought and defeated the beast. This is our game which is actually the world best first person shooter game. When we play this game then we come to know that we all have various dreams of our lives like we want to study in any college or university and when we
get a good education then we want to become a best engineer or a doctor etc. and when we get a high position then we want to be the president of the country and when we become the president of the country then we think that we can do everything in our hands. In this game you will not be able to earn money. You will not be able to become an engineer or a doctor or a president of the country. And

the main motive of the game is that you will have to kill the boss of the game and you will have to leave a bloody mark of the boss. *The boss is called Solomon* You will have to start the game from the very beginning and you will have to play the game until you will win the game and you will be able to kill the boss. *The boss will be a big black henchman who will be there after you.* **Steps :** 1.
First of all you have to make the first person controls of the first player who is to play as the *Main Character* who will be fighting the antagonist. Make first person controls of the Main Character. 2. After completing first person controls you will have to make the controls of the other players who will be fighting the boss. Make controls of the other players. 3. After completing all the controls you

will have to go on to the main menu. 4. Now when you are on to the main menu make option ‘Select Characters’ and then select the character you want to play as. 5. After selecting the character you have to go to the *Weapons* option. Here you will be able to make controls of all the characters and after completing the controls you will have to make a weapons pack which will be used by the character
you have selected. 6. You will have to select the enemy and after that it will direct to the selected mode in which you will have to play as that character. 7. 82157476af
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